Travel from the Wien Airport to Zilina
From Wien to Bratislava
From the Wien airport, you can travel to Bratislava by a bus. A bus-terminal is near the
exit of the airport. A bus-platform to Bratislava is situated at the right part (may be
platform No. 4). You can buy a bus ticket from the driver. Its price is about 7.70 EUR +
1 EUR per 1 luggage place. You can find your bus at www.cp.sk (it is a bus and train
timetable):
 Set the field “From” as Wien,,Flughafen Wien; Austria
 Set the field “To” as Bratislava

Please, be careful. Some buses from the Wien airport arrive at the Bratislava bus
station (in Slovak Bratislava,,AS MHD) and some at the Bratislava airport (in Slovak
Bratislava,,letisko).

To the Bratislava Railway Station
If you are at the Bratislava airport, you can travel to the Bratislava railway station (in
Slovak Bratislava hlavna stanica) by bus No. 61. If you are at the Bratislava bus
station, you can travel to the railway station by trolleybus No. 210. The journey from the
Bratislava airport to the railway station takes about 30 minutes; the journey from the bus
station takes about 15 minutes.

Departures of bus 61 from the airport

Departures of trolleybus 210 from the bus station

Before you getting on the bus, you have to buy a bus ticket. Tickets are various
depending on the time of the journey. We recommend you to buy a “60 minutes ticket.”
The ticket can be bought:
 in a newsstand (buy “60 minutes ticket”, the price is 0.90 EUR)
 or in a ticket automat at a bus stop (buy “60 minutes ticket” , the price is 0.90
EUR)

 or you can send the empty SMS on the number 1100 at least two minutes before
getting on the bus and you will receive SMS with a ticket in two minutes. If your
mobile phone does not allow you to send the empty SMS, you can send SMS that
contains one space or one arbitrary letter. The price of the SMS is 1 EUR and the
ticket is valid for 70 minutes from the time of purchase.
If you buy a ticket in a newsstand or in a ticket automat, you have to mark the ticket
inside the bus.

A “60 minutes ticket” and old and new ticket machines in Bratislava

Another way is to use a taxi. You can call on numbers:
 02 16100, 0903 646179, 0905 646179, 0948 646179
 02 16777, 0905 316111, 0905 767757, 0905 916777
 02 16321, 0904 216321, 0905 216321, 0948 216321
From the Railway Station to Zilina
At the railway station you have to buy a train ticket to Zilina. You can look up your
train at www.cp.sk too:
 Set the field “From” as Bratislava hl.st.
 Set the field “To” as Žilina
 Check the field “Direct connections only”

Travel from the Prague airport to Zilina
From the Prague airport (in Czech Praha letiste), you can travel to the Prague railway
station (in Czech Praha hlavni nadrazi) by special bus that is named as “Airport
Express”. The bus operates daily at regular 30-minute intervals. From the Prague Airport
direction, this connection can be used from 5:45 to 21:15. You can buy the bus ticket
from the driver. Its price is about 60 CZK (about 2.20 EUR). At the railway station you
have to buy a train ticket to Zilina. You can look up your train at www.cp.sk:
 Set the field “From” as Praha hl.n.; Czech Republic
 Set the field “To” as Žilina
 Check the field “Direct connections only”

